**CAMERA SYSTEMS 12/24V**

Build your own custom kit

1. **Camera**
   - Alu Stainless steel Camera
   - Waterproof Camera
   - Slim Camera steel CIV
   - Mini Camera
   - Side Camera
   - Night vision (6 led)
   - Camera angle adjustment
   - Night vision (5 led)

2. **Monitor**
   - 5" colour screen
   - Touch buttons
   - Connection up to 3 cameras
   - 7" waterproof colour screen
   - Touch buttons
   - Connection up to 4 cameras

3. **Cable**
   - Cable extension leads
   - Connection kit for articulated vehicle for 2 cameras
   - Spiral cables 3m, Max 4.5m
   - 2 plugs VP 12/24 Volts

**Mounting examples**

**Wired Kits**

- **DI3494**
  - Complete rear view kit 5.6" screen kit
  - Good value for money
  - Connection up to 3 cameras

- **DI4329**
  - Complete rear view kit 5.6" screen kit
  - Ideal for LCV
  - Connection up to 3 cameras

- **A10091**
  - Complete rear view kit 7" screen kit
  - Extreme conditions of use
  - Alu - Stainless steel camera
  - Connection up to 4 cameras

- **DI3616**
  - Complete 4 camera rear view kit 7"
  - 7" LCD multi display monitor
  - Ideal for LCV
  - Connection up to 4 cameras

**Wi-Fi Kits**

- **DI4328**
  - Complete digital wireless rear view kit 7"
  - LCD 7" multi-display monitor
  - 360° Vision
  - Automatic pairing
  - Records up to 4 cameras at the same time on micro SD memory card

- **DI43196**
  - Complete digital wireless 4 camera rear view kit 7"
  - LCD 7" multi-display monitor
  - 360° Vision
  - Automatic pairing
  - Records up to 4 cameras at the same time on micro SD memory card

**Parts**

- **DI4347**
  - Rechargeable battery
  - Magnets
  - 1-12h autonomy

- **DI4326**
  - Wireless camera
  - Microphone
  - Night vision (12 led)
  - Between -20°C and +70°C

- **DI4316**
  - 7" colour multi-display screen
  - Recording
  - Connection up to 4 cameras

- **DI4326**
  - Option antenna
  - 7m cable
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